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The Hero’s Journey  
Applying the Journey to Moives

 
Furthermore, biopics like 42, Selma, or The Theory of Everything, summer movies like Jurassic World or Fast and the Furious 7, works 
of art like Boyhood or Birdman, cautionary tales / parables like Tyler Perry’s Temptation, and children’s movies like Inside Out or Frozen 
also work extremely well. You might even want to choose a classic like The Wizard of Oz, Titanic, or It’s A Wonderful Life. In fact, the 
most interesting comparisons to THE HERO’S JOURNEY will be movies that you don’t associate with heroes right away. Impress me 
with how you can pick a movie and make it work—the more creative choice is the better choice.

Phase I: Departure 

1. Home Culture: What are some beliefs, behaviors, and customs that are normal, familiar, and common to other people in the hero’s home culture? 

  
2. Call to Adventure: What occurrence motivates the protagonist to acknowledge an unknown aspect of her world, feel a restlessness with the con-
straints of her life, or find a new world that she was not aware existed? 

 
3. Refusal of the Call: Does the protagonist immediately accept the call to adventure or does she at first choose to avoid the call to adventure and stay 
at home? If so, what position, power, ideals, goals, or responsibilities in her home culture make her want to stay at home? Also, what fears about the 
unknown keep her from going on the journey? If she does not want to go, then who or what ultimately motivates the character to accept the call?

4. Supernatural Aid: Does the inexperienced protagonist get (often magically) a guiding character or an instrumental item (sword, encouragement, 
etc.) to assist her step forward into the unknown?

 ***NOTE: NOT ALL AID HAS TO BE SUPERNATURAL. HERE ARE EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF NATURAL AID. 
    - Companions: Who is with the hero on her journey as a sidekick? How do these companions help the hero face the challenges? 

    - Talisman: Is there a particular item that has special significance to the hero? One that helps protect her on his journey? 

    - Mentor: Is there an older character that helps the hero understand something about her life situation or provides the hero with special training? 
 

All movies draw on the archetype we call….. THE HERO’S 
JOURNEY! Did you read that sentence and think to yourself, 
“Wait a minute—what is an archetype again?” Well, it’s a pattern 
that shows up in all cultures. There are certain archetypal char-
acters, such as heroes, tricksters, and villains, that show up in all 
culture, and they are vitally important to the archetype we call… 
THE HERO’S JOURNEY! 

Are you now thinking, “Wait a minute—what was the Hero’s 
Journey again?” Well, let’s explain it this way. Have you ever seen 
a movie where a hero (of some sort!) leaves the normal world (de-
parture), discovers an unknown word full of adventure, difficult 
tasks, and dangerous ordeals (initiation), and then saves the day 
and returns to the normal world more emotionally complete than 
in the beginning (return)? Well, if you have, then you have seen 
THE HERO’S JOURNEY! 

Take a moment to get a movie in mind. It could be a movie that 
you adore or one that drives you crazy. All that matters is that you 
know this movie well. Movies about superheroes will work partic-
ularly well, but it does not have to be Avengers 2, Man of Steel, or 
The Amazing Spiderman. Movies like Star Trek, Transformers, and 
Planes clearly draw from THE HERO’S JOURNEY. 
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5. Crossing the First Threshold: At what point in the story does the hero leave the familiar world and move into a new, unfamiliar world? 

6. Belly of the Whale: As the protagonist moves through the first threshold, is there a moment where she appears to vanish, as if instead of conquering 
the power of the threshold, she is swallowed into the unknown; does she appear to die or vanish before her rebirth? 

Phase II: The Initiation

7. Road of Trials: Does the hero survive a series of dangers that reveal parts of her that she did not know existed? Also, does the assistance given to the 
hero under the “Supernatural Aid” section of “Departure” begin to come into play in the story, showing that she is not expected to face the trials alone? 

8. Meeting with the Goddess: Does the protagonist meet an ideal (in ancient myths a goddess and in modern stories a soul mate) that inspires her to 
see the possibilities of her journey? Does his supernatural, human, or symbolic ideal encourage her forward? (BE CREATIVE IF YOU NEED TO!)

9. Overcoming Temptation: Does someone or something tries to sabotage or destroy the journey itself? Often the sabateour or destroyer has been sent  
by a larger evil to stop the protagonist. The protagonist is often misled, but eventually overcomes her lack of knowledge, prejudices, and fears as she 
resists the temptation and grows in the acceptance of her role as hero.

10. Atonement with the Father: Does the hero  come up against a ‘father figure’ who must be beaten, persuaded or whose approval must 
 be achieved in some way?  Ultimately, by whatever means, is the difficult relationship between the two reconciled? This person may well be a person 
in high authority or who has significant power in some way. It may also be a god or immortal of some kind. The father figure may even be something 
symbolic, such as an ideal that she obssesses over or concept that acts as a directive to the her? 
 

11. Apotheosis: Does the hero add a spiritual element to her journey where she is now willing to accept what is required of her to complete the mis-
sion? The word apotheosis is a Greek word meaning “the elevation of someone to divine status; deification.” 
 

12. The Ultimate Gift: Does the hero become self-assured and receive a physical gift, piece of knowledge, or emotional reward to return to the home-
land, see the big picturem, and understand how the ultimate goal can be accomplished and the mission completed? 

Phase III: The Return

13. Refusal of the Return: After gaining the ultimate gift, does the hero remain isolated or face a death of sorts instead of immediately returning to the 
homeland or the place that he began the journey? 

14. The Chase: Is there a point near the end where the hero has achieved a treasure, power, ability, or wisdom and must flee to safety to protect it, 
showing how much courage, confidence, and skills she has gained along the journey? 

15. Rescue from Without: Is there some point in the story when all seems hopeless, when it looks like the hero is going to die then suddenly she is 
rescued unexpectedly? Do others help her return “home?” This may deflate her ego, but since she sees the entirety of the mission, she understands the 
importance of what is accomplished and that assistance is necessary.

16. Crossing the Return Threshold: Is there some point where the hero returns “home?” Returning home may be smybolic, because as the protagonist 
faces the evil or its leader, she may realize that home is no longer a safe physical place but a state of being. She may not fit in perfectly with her home-
land anymore. Those in her past may or may not accept her new ability, power, or wisdom, and they may test it as a final trial to the hero as she brings 
the ultimate gift back to her homeland.  

 
17. Master of the Two Worlds: Does it appear that the hero has done right by both the familiar and unfamiliar worlds? Has she adjusted to who she 
was in the past and who she might be in the future? 

18. Freedom : Since the hero typically beings the journey to resolve a problem, does it appear the problem is at last resolved so that all in her home-
land can live freely? Does she understands that her old self had to “die” in order for the new way of life to begin,  no longer fear change, and  live in the 
moment as her heroic self?  


